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● C++
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Builder of successful (and failed) products

Founder of companies
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Because it is very popular and its popularity is increasing.

Because it is practised by contributors in both industrial and scientific 
communities.

Because it is easy to understand.

Because  there is very little syntax to learn



Python allows you to solve non-
trivial problems faster



>>> draw_map(get_locations('mcdonald's in Lahore'),[],'mcds.html')



The Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP)

How to minimize the time (or distance) required to visit a set of locations 
given that:

Vehicles have unlimited capacity

There may be multiple vehicles

Vehicles depart from one depot

Visit each location once only

Come back to the depot



Input
Locations: [0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9]
Vehicles: 3  Distances: [0→1=4, 0→2=5, 2→3=7 etc]
….
Assume 0th location is the depot
Find all partitions of size k for the input set where k is the number of vehicles
Minimize the route for each subset in each partition 
Find the partition with the smallest cost

….
Output
Optimal route: [ [0,7,2] , [0,3,5,9], [0,4,1,8,6] ]
Optimal time: 72.3 minutes





Inputs



The Pythonic Solution

6
functions

26
lines of (non-spaghetti) code using core libraries

50
seconds running time

3
hours coding time

https://github.com/ybashir/vrpfun





Python

Java

Kotlin

>>> route_length([0,3,5,2])

134.85



Python

Java

Kotlin

>>> all_routes([0,3,5,2])

[[0, 3, 5, 2], [0, 3, 2, 5], [0, 5, 3, 2], [0, 5, 2, 3], [0, 2, 3, 5], [0, 2, 5, 3]]



>>> for p in (all_partitions([0,3,5,2])):

...  print(p)

[[0, 3, 5, 2]]

[[0], [3, 5, 2]]

[[0, 3], [5, 2]]

[[3], [0, 5, 2]]

[[0], [3], [5, 2]]

[[0, 3, 5], [2]]

[[3, 5], [0, 2]]

[[0], [3, 5], [2]]

[[0, 5], [3, 2]]

[[5], [0, 3, 2]]

[[0], [5], [3, 2]]

[[0, 3], [5], [2]]

[[3], [0, 5], [2]]

[[3], [5], [0, 2]]

[[0], [3], [5], [2]]

https://stackoverflow.com/questions/19368375/set-partitions-in-python



>>> for p in k_partitions_with_shortest_routes([0,3,5,2],k=2):

... print(p)

...

[[0, 3], [0, 5, 2]]

[[0, 3, 5], [0, 2]]

[[0, 5], [0, 3, 2]]

>>> shortest_partition([0,3,5,2],k=2)

[[0, 3], [0, 5, 2]]





Python (PyPy) Java Kotlin

Execution time 50 secs 25 secs 19 secs

Coding time 3 hours 12 hours 8 hours

Lines of code 30 150+ 100

Memory 

footprint

136M 346M 887 MB



>>> draw_map(get_locations('gourmets in lahore'),[],'gourmet.html')



Thank you

Special thanks to:

Aitzaz Mumtaz Khan (for contributing java code)

https://github.com/aitzaz/vehicle_routing_problem

Shahroz Khan (for contributing Kotlin code)

https://github.com/Shahroz16/VRP

https://github.com/aitzaz/vehicle_routing_problem
https://github.com/Shahroz16/VRP

